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Lambda Solutions’ Zoola Analytics™ and Actua Solutions form Strategic
Partnership to provide LMS Reporting and Analytics Capabilities to Moodle
and Totara Customers

Joined by a shared vision of enabling organizations to make better data-driven business
decisions, Lambda Solutions and Actua Solutions have formed a strategic partnership to bring
the power of Lambda’s Zoola Analytics to Actua’s customers.

VANCOUVER, B.C. (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Lambda Solutions and Actua Solutions are pleased to
announce their strategic partnership joining forces to bring the power of Lambda’s Zoola Analytics to Actua’s
customers. The two companies are both award-winning partners and resellers of Totara, a leading open-source
learning management system and share the vision to enable organizations in the business of learning to make
better data-driven business decisions.

Lambda Solutions developed Zoola Analytics to provide their customers with reporting and analytics
capabilities that the out-of-the-box reporting of existing learning management systems were not fulfilling. “The
focus on data for LMS providers is increasing because their clients are demanding it,” says Lambda Solutions’
Partner Channel Manager Ilana Binenbaum. “Zoola Analytics provides insights into time spent learning, to
productivity, learner engagement and creates learning efficiency - and the dashboards are so beautiful!”

As two of the biggest open-source Learning Management Solutions in the world, Moodle and Totara appeal to
organizations for many reasons, including affordability, flexibility, and active community bases with a plug-in
marketplace. However, they lack a proper reporting solution. As a reseller of Moodle and Totara, Actua
Solutions made it a mandate to overcome this void.

“Our customers range from small business to big enterprises, all of whom require robust reporting capabilities
from their LMS,” says Actua Solutions’ CEO Mario Planas. “We chose Zoola Analytics because we were
blown away by the ease of use and the ability it has to extract data in a meaningful way that we could not find
in any other solution.”

Zoola Analytics was recently declared by Totara as the preferred analytics and reporting solution for Totara
Learn.

About Zoola Analytics (Powered by Lambda Solutions):
Zoola Analytics powered by Lambda Solutions, is the market-leading reporting and analytics solution for
Moodle, Totara Learn, and xAPI learning technologies. Zoola provides secure access to all of your LMS data
and empowers users to quickly and easily create actionable reports and customizable dashboards. Gain real
insights from your learning data in minutes, instead of days and have the latest information at your fingertips.
Zoola is backed by Lambda Solutions’ decades of expertise in the Learning Management space. Our complete
solution includes a full range of training and services to give you the support you need now and in the future.
For more information: lambdasolutions.net/products/lmsreporting.

About Actua Solutions:
Actua Solutions has more than 10 years of experience in the e-learning sector and the trust of many Spanish and
multinational companies of recognized international prestige endorse us. Our highly professional team and
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excellent service will be dedicated to helping you find and implement innovative solutions for your e-learning
project. Because we are not only experts in technology, we are a group of professionals passionate about quality
e-learning solutions. For more information: http://www.actuasolutions.com/zoola-analytics/.

###

Media Contact for Zoola Analytics and Lambda Solutions:
Heidi King ｜Director of Marketing
1.604.398.3396｜ heidi.king@lambdasolutions.net

Media Contact for Actua Solutions:
Adriana Bartolini ｜ Marketing & Communications Manager
34.93.306.34.83 ｜ comercial@actuasolutions.net
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Contact Information
Heidi King
Lambda Solutions
http://www.lambdasolutions.net
+1 604-398-3396

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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